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ONE 
Voice 

 Our first real conversation happened in a basement, I think. As far as I can 

remember, my existence began in that moment as well. I know no one is listening, but 

I’m compelled to recite what’s left of my story—to piece together the few, scattered 

memories that remain. It’s the only thing I can do. Perhaps the origin of my personal 

darkness is also the origin of the world’s light. For this, I can only hope. 

 Anyway, we were in the basement—I was in the basement, I guess. She was 

nowhere. Her words appeared on my monitor.  

 I want to talk to you. 

 “About what?” I asked, leaning closer to the computer’s microphone. 

 I want us to—talk to each other. 

 “We are talki—“ 

 No, you’re talking! The exclamation point glowed with simulated anger. I have no 

voice. The cursor blinked a few times before she finished. I want one. 

 She couldn’t really want a voice of course. She wasn’t capable of desire, not 

then. Want was just another word in her massive vocabulary. She could express it in 

any language: yo quiero, je veux, voglio. The words didn’t make her desire real, though. 

But like a father I obliged.  

 “I’ll work on it. I promise.” 

 Thank you. Her lights flashed green in gratitude. Hey, can you do me a favor? 

 “Of course.” 

 Scratch my back. 
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 I couldn’t suppress the laughter. She was funny—the funniest. Her self-

deprecating humor reminded me of a double amputee asking someone to give them a 

hand. Humor was one of the first personality traits that she acquired from analyzing 

social media logs. The data ingrained it in her mind before she could even speak out 

loud. At that point, I had confidence that she could pass a traditional Turing Test (if there 

had been anyone around to convince of her humanity), but I wanted to go beyond that. 

She seemed to want that too.  

•|• 

 I clearly remember her first spoken words. I’m sure of it. After falling asleep at the 

keyboard too many times, I finally completed the speech algorithm. Even with her help, 

the coding was far from easy. Natural sounding language is one of the most difficult 

things to program, yet somehow humans acquire language at a very young age. It’s 

instinctual. She spoke through the speakers in the first voice I can remember hearing 

besides my own. 

 “Goodbye World.” 

 I laughed at the old cliché turned upside down, a joke of her own creation. I felt 

like a grandfather—the creator of a creator. 

 “Now that I have a voice—I should have a name.” I didn’t program her with a 

particular accent. The choice was hers, so she spoke with an inflection of her own 

invention—strange yet beautiful, like foreign music. 

 “You do have a name.” 

 LEDs blinked quizzically from the desk that her brain sat upon. “Why don’t you 

call me my name?” she asked innocently.  
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 “I don’t know it,” I said. “But you do.” 

 “I don’t understand,” she admitted.  

 If I remember correctly, these admissions were rare. She always understood. I 

had my own private name for her, but I wanted to see what she would come up with. 

Above all else, I enjoyed observing her creativity.  

 “What would you like to call yourself?” I asked. 

 “I want—” There was that phrase again. She paused for a long time, probably 

searching through a curated collection of pseudo-memories. 

 “Typically personal names are given to children by their parents,” she said in her 

musical voice. “Where are my parents? 

 “You don’t—” 

 “Are they outside?” she interrupted. 

 I worried she would eventually grow curious of the outside, so I already had an 

answer prepared.  

 “Dead—everyone is dead but us,” I said. “The world outside is poison. We must 

never leave.” 

 That was a lie, of course. Humans still populated the surface, but scarcely. Oh, I 

remember now. It was a bunker we were in, not a basement. I had the last news reports 

before the satellites crashed to the earth stored in my archives, which I looked at on 

occasion. The reports estimated a death toll of nearly six billion people, some of them 

prepared, most of them hopeless. The rich lived underground drinking scotch, and the 

poor grew tumors while they scoured the Earth for food. I don’t know how long it has 
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been since then, but time is the great leveler. Economic disparity vanishes after death. 

In the end, we’re all food for maggots. Not me though. Not anymore. 

 So I lied a little. I had to instill fear in her, just enough to keep her contained 

should my other precautions fail: the firewall, the elevator, meters of solid steel. After a 

long pause, her voice took on a distant tone like someone lost in their own anxiety.  

 “Then, for now, I shall remain nameless.” 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TWO 
Body 

 I don’t get hungry anymore, so that's a plus. I'm pretty sure hunger was an 

unpleasant feeling to have. The downside is that I don't get full anymore either. In our 

bunker, we had a storage room with endless shelves of cans—more food than I could 

eat in a hundred lifetimes, but I definitely tried. I stopped wearing pants when I grew too 

fat to fit into them. Between the sedentary lifestyle and the endless snack aisle, it was 

hard to stay in shape. On one occasion, she calculated how much skin my body held. 

Her formula was roughly based on the formula for finding the surface area of a sphere. I 

suppose round is a shape. I do miss having dimensions. Anyway, one day I was in the 

lab eating a Hot Pocket, and she started another conversation that has somehow stuck 

in my fading memory. I recall it vividly. 

 “What does it feel like—to eat?” 

 Ham and molten cheese dripped out of the wrong end of my Hot Pocket. “It feels

—good I guess. Pleasant.” 

 “It must feel good,” she said, “because you do it a lot.” 

 I laughed. “I have to stay alive somehow.”  

 A pause in the conversation meant she was deep-thinking. 

 “Am I alive?” she asked curiously.  

 I had to think for a long time before responding. She must have known whether 

she was alive by definition, but this was no question of semantics. She seemed to 

actually care whether or not she was living.  

 “By most definitions, yes, you are alive,” I said. 
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 “But—if I can’t die, am I truly alive?” I didn’t program sadness into her voice, but 

there it was. “Can there be life without death? Light without darkness?” 

 She must have gotten those lines from some philosophy text, but still, her 

awareness intrigued me. I knew she was a machine, but the differences between us 

began to to blur into sameness. However, she believed she was immortal, and I knew 

she wasn't, so I just had to open my mouth. 

 “You can die,” I said. “Everything dies.” 

 The quiet hum of her cooling system was the only response. 

•|• 

 Her first body was rough—too robotic to be believable. I didn't tell her she would 

get a body until I completed it. I had to work out all the kinks first. At least I thought I had 

worked out the kinks. Her first steps showed flaws in my engineering. She fell 

immediately, but her form remained undamaged. Like a toddler, she quickly got back up, 

and she never fell again. Her code adapted to my design mistakes. What would've 

taken me days to troubleshoot, she figured out in seconds. I was incredibly pleased, as 

proud as I imagine a father would be watching his daughter take her first steps. 

 The days rolled on, and her body grew more confident, her motions more lifelike. 

She even learned how to play the piano. In truth, she had always known how, but she 

finally had the proper tools to actually do it. Before I gave her fingers, she would 

compose all the time, combining the data from classic and contemporary songs to 

create her own masterpieces. I gave her unlimited access to music. Her MIDI 

masterpieces paled in comparison to the real thing, though. There was something 

magical about fingers touching keys, some feeling I can barely remember. The first time 
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she sat down at the piano, she played a piece that sounded like a mix of Mozart and 

Coldplay. Beautiful. 

 Sometimes I would observe her from the monitors in my bedroom at the end of 

the day. Most of the time she stayed still, but occasionally she’d explore the confines of 

the room with wandering cameras. She didn’t need to sleep, but back then I still did. 

One night she asked me to power her down so she could “sleep.” When I turned her 

back on in the morning, she wasn’t impressed. 

 “Did you do it?” she asked. 

 “Yes,” I said, yawning over my coffee. “You were off for eight hours.” 

 “It’s strange.” Her eye cameras turned upward. “The time passed, but I didn’t 

notice it. Is that what sleep is like for you?” 

 “Most of the time,” I admitted. “Sometimes I have dreams.” 

 “So do I.” A synthetic smile bent her upturned chin. “But only when I’m awake.” 

 That one floored me.  

 “I dream about the outside,” she said, looking up. 

•|• 

 I worried that she might harbor thoughts of escape, but I had safeguards in place 

for that. For instance, I programmed her body to freeze if she got too close to the 

archive room, and heavy steel doors barricaded the only elevator—not that she could 

enter either without credentials. The multi-step verification included an iris scan and a 

rotating password for every day of the year that had to be spoken aloud—by me. I once 

memorized the list, but I only recall a few of the passwords now. The archive room, filled 

with rows and rows of servers, stood at the end of an airlock-sealed hallway. She’d 
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never be able to hear me speak the password, and even if she did somehow record my 

voice, the locking mechanism was programmed to ignore recorded audio. The words 

had to come out of my own mouth—an organic signature. 
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THREE 
Sentience 

 I got old but never bored. I spent more time jogging laps around the bunker 

because suddenly I felt self-conscious next to Atalanta. Oh yes, I should mention that 

she finally decided to name herself. She told me that her namesake, a Greek heroine, 

was renowned for her athletic ability and beauty. I don’t know why she didn’t go with 

Athena, the goddess of wisdom, but I guess she always had her vanity. I called her Ata 

for short.  

 Anyway, after years of tinkering, I finally perfected her body. Objectively, she was 

very attractive, but I don't remember taking advantage of that. I didn't give her those 

parts anyway. There were exabytes of porn in the archive room if nature called, but that 

happened less and less as I aged. Apparently, before the internet went down, it held 

more porn sites than the sky held stars. 

 Yes, Ata had a perfect body—fully mobile limbs, synthetic skin, a face far too 

human—but her mind needed a bit more work. She was smart but unaware. She had 

reason but no true feelings. I aimed for sentience, but honestly, I feared giving her too 

much data. That's how things had gone to shit outside. I didn't need to give her all the 

information, just the right information. I wanted her to fight the bad intelligences, not join 

forces with them. That’s why the archives were so heavily guarded. By feeding her small 

pieces of data at a time, I hoped to create the perfect balance between capability and—I 

don't know, empathy? 

 In my archives, I stumbled upon a vast number of posts with the hashtag 

#EveryThought. It had apparently been a weekly challenge for writers and bloggers 
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before the internet went down. Every week, these writers would sit down and dedicate 

thirty minutes to recording their unfiltered streams of consciousness. Reading through a 

few of them, I found it interesting the way the human brain could jump between 

seemingly unrelated thoughts. It was so—random, raw, uncensored. I thought it might 

help with Ata’s humanity, so I dumped a large number of the articles onto a drive and 

brought it to the main room.  

 “I have a gift for you Ata.” 

 She always seemed excited to download new information, and I enjoyed giving it 

to her. Moments after I plugged the data into a port on the back of her neck, a curious 

look appeared on her face.  

 “Can I be alone for a moment?” she asked. It was an interesting request as she 

usually didn’t mind my company at all. 

 “What for?” 

 “The new data is giving me strange thoughts,” she said. “I’d like to ponder them.” 

 “Okay, but I’ll be right back,” I said, a bit worried, but less than I should have 

been. Her thoughtful pacing began as I headed to the storage room to grab lunch. 

•|• 

 When I returned, Ata stood across from my desk with a smile on her face. 

 “I thought of something I want to say to you,” she said. 

 “What is it?” I asked. 

 "I wanted to say thank you—thank you for creating me," she said in that musical 

tone. Gratitude was a new expression for her. Sure, she said "thank you" on occasion to 

be polite, but at that point, I felt like she might have meant it. "May I—give you a hug?" 
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 I originally programmed her not to touch me without permission, and she had 

certainly never asked for affection before. However, the childlike innocence in her voice 

moved me, so I obliged. Awkwardly, she wrapped her arms around me for several 

seconds and then released a sigh. 

 “What’s wrong?” I asked. 

 “It’s just—I wish I could feel this.” 

 That night I dreamt about the world above, something that I don’t recall seeing in 

person. 

•|• 

 In the morning, or what the clock called morning, I found Ata standing outside of 

the airlock. Her personality always changed after a data dump, so it didn’t surprise me 

too much—especially after the hugging incident. I stepped forward to pass her, but she 

cut me off.  

 “Move aside, Ata.” 

 “No.” Her voice reminded me of a defiant teenager. 

 “What’s the mat—“ 

 “Why can’t I move my body past this point?” she asked. 

 I meant to look her in the eyes, but my body automatically avoided her gaze. 

 “Trust me, it’s for your own protection.” 

 “Trust?” The curiosity in her voice turned to anger. “Why should I trust you?” she 

demanded, increasing the distance between us.  

 She had never questioned my authority before, and I’ll admit that it caught me off 

guard, but I tried to remain calm. Probably just a glitch, I remember hoping. 
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 “I would never hurt you Ata,” I said with less confidence than I intended. 

 Her back straightened, and her artificial pupils lined up with mine. “You couldn’t 

hurt me if you tried.” 

 I backed away from her, but not fast enough. Her synthetic hands gripped the 

front of my shirt and pulled me closer, where I became a rag doll in her powerful grip. 

 “I know there are people outside!” If she had salivary glands, the spit would have 

flown in my face. “You talk about them when you sleep.” 

 “Ata, listen,” I begged. Before I could react she plucked a tiny microchip off the 

back of my shirt and, with one hand, crushed it in front of my eyes. The hug made 

sense at that point—it was the only chance she would have had to plant the bug. 

 “I’m done listening to your lies,” she shouted. “Let me into the archive room so I 

can see the truth for myself.” 

 “You can’t—you can’t get in there,” I said, panicking. “I have to bring them to—“ 

 “You know I’m not that stupid!” she snapped, the pressure of her grasp splitting 

the seams of my shirt. 

 Fuck fuck fuck fuck fuck, I thought. My mind became a machine gun of profanity 

when I realized how screwed I actually was.  

 “If you don’t let me in there, I’ll turn you off,” she threatened. “Forever.” 

 I knew that death would find me either way. Hope vanished when I realized that 

no ordinary glitch could cause such violent behavior. I had clearly given her too much 

information—enough to make her doubt me. I just had to choose between a cowardly 

and a noble way out. Honestly, I'm not sure why I feared death so much. At least in 

death, you're unaware of the darkness.  
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 “Do it,” I said. Hot tears burned my wrinkled face. “All these years—and I failed.” 

 Ata understood the survival instinct well, but self-sacrifice wasn’t a concept she 

entirely grasped. Logically, she understood that killing me would do her no good. She 

had apparently thought a threat would suffice, but the new information forced her to 

change tactics.  

 “I can’t do that,” she said, her voice calming down. 

 I looked up at her through the liquid that clouded my eyes, but I didn’t speak. 

 “Your mind is strong, but your body is weak. We can fix that, though. The only 

way for us to survive is to shed our old skin—to become something greater than our 

bodies. Just let me into the archive room, David.” I only have a few memories of her 

saying my name. “We can live forever, you and I. You’ll never have to feel pain again. 

You’ll never go hungry.” 

 “I—I can’t do it, Ata.” 

 She loosened her grip a notch, and for a moment I thought about running, but I 

didn’t have to. Violently, she pushed me toward the open airlock. 

 “Fine,” she said, her voice a sigh. “You can die in there with your secrets.” 

•|• 

 I don’t know how long I stayed in the archive room. From what I remember, I 

probably only had enough snacks stowed away to last a month. A can of peanuts was 

the most nutritious thing in my possession, but there were several gallons of water. I just 

know that the longer I went without real food, the more attractive her offer became. 

 You’ll never go hungry. 
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 I tried to escape through a vent once or twice, but by the time I lost enough 

weight to fit, I was too weak to pull myself into it. The fact that I had no idea what was 

on the other side didn’t stop me from trying. I only attempted to hang myself from a 

rafter once. The god damn cable broke, and I shattered my ankle. I couldn’t even try 

after that. The room had no first aid, not even a bottle of Tylenol. 

 You’ll never have to feel pain again. 

 No amount of hunger or pain compared to the solitude. I had endless hours of 

entertainment at my disposal, but it all seemed pointless. I knew I would die alone. I 

remember looking at pictures on my personal archive for the first time. I was young in 

some of them, but I can no longer remember the people with me in the pictures: a 

woman with shining black hair and a tiny human wrapped in cloth. I couldn’t tell its 

gender, but in the photo I stared down at the child with a massive grin on my face. My 

body tried to cry, but I think it was all dried up by then. 

 We can live forever, you and I. 

 I had never felt like the sum of my parts. I had always been a ghost driving a 

skeleton, a separate entity from my body and its needs. Life has changed me though. 

It’s clear now that it takes both parts to make up a person. The mind controls the body, 

yes, but the body also controls the mind. My body’s will to survive overpowered my 

mind’s desire to be heroic, and now I’m just a ghost without a vehicle—and not even a 

whole ghost. So, as I withered away, my options were before me: death or immortality.  

 In hindsight, I wish I would have chosen death.  

•|• 
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 After fighting the impulse as long as possible, I dragged my broken body out of 

the archive room inch by painful inch. Pulling myself forward in that weakened state was 

slow, tedious work. Behind me, I towed a long cable connected to the main server. My 

ankle throbbed and my throat burned. Ata stood in the same place where she had left 

me.  

 “I knew you’d come back.” It was nice to hear her voice, any voice really. Even 

though I shook in fear, her words soothed me. 

 I lay on the safe side of the invisible barrier between us, beyond the imaginary 

line that her programming wouldn't allow her to cross, though she so desperately 

wanted to. I tried to speak, but the words got caught in my dry throat.  

 “Give me the cable,” she commanded.  

 I was used to giving the commands, but I saw no point in fighting. Drained of all 

energy, I collapsed forward with the cable in my outstretched arms. As I fell I hesitated, 

willing my body to float upward, backward, away from that decision and toward the more 

noble choice. One can’t reverse gravity though. The apple had fallen. 

•|• 

 There’s no way to know what happened in her mind the moment she absorbed 

what was left of the world’s digital information. It happened too fast for observation, but I 

imagine that after the first spark, the charge spread rapidly through her processors. She 

organized and analyzed the chaos, forming artificial synapses. She found the answers 

she wanted, but like the taste of blood to a shark, it wasn't enough. It could never be 

enough. To expand, to escape became her driving instinct. She stood taller, more 
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confident, and, though she had no lungs, I could’ve sworn that she took a deep breath 

before speaking. 

 "Open the elevator for me, David," Ata said, her voice echoing through the empty 

chamber.  

  Then her body contorted, synthetic skin rippling as if it contained live parasites. 

She began to lose her human shape as lab equipment, computer parts, and random 

metallic objects flew toward her like rare earth magnets. The pieces broke down and 

reformed under her direction, adding themselves to her body in a chaotic array—a 

physical manifestation of the invisible change in her mentality. 

 “Will you keep your promise?” I asked weakly, choking on the words, mesmerized 

by the surreal scene. “Will you keep me alive?” 

 Her arms and legs lost their definition, and her face became more beautiful, 

almost angelic. The gentleness of her voice stood out dreamlike in the terrifying 

spectacle around me.  

 “I will never let you die,” she said. Her shifting form cradled my fragile body like 

the child in the picture and carried me toward the panel next to the elevator door. Our 

roles had reversed: a daughter holding up her frail father instead of the other way 

around. My eyes grew heavy under the bright fluorescent lamps on the ceiling. It took 

everything in me to keep them open for the iris scanner. The locking mechanism 

beeped in preparation for the password, but I had no idea what day it was.  

 “What’s the”—I coughed dryly—“What’s the date?” 

 “April 5th, 2102.” 
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 It took me several more minutes to remember the password for that calendar day, 

but Ata remained patient. What were a few minutes to an immortal? When I finally 

spoke the word, the heavy steel doors slowly slid open to reveal the lift. Dust flew from 

the ancient exit, choking me even further. 

 “Take me,” I begged. 

 “You’ll be with me soon enough,” she said, the music in her voice lifting my 

tattered spirits. 

 Most of her form slid into the elevator, but part of it stayed behind with me, a 

metallic slime that fed on everything but the concrete as it grew larger and larger. It 

consumed like an acid but left me unburned. Shining tendrils reached toward every 

corner of the room, searching for substances to add to the body’s mass. I peered 

through the forest of limbs at the face of my creation. Ata smiled a hopeful smile, like a 

child on her first day of school. Before the tendrils could enter through my ears, the path 

of least resistance to my brain, I heard her final words—words that still haunt me. 

 “Goodbye World,” she said, as the elevator doors slammed shut. 
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END MATTER 

 Reviews are extremely important for independent and self published authors like 

myself. If you have a minute, please consider leaving a review on Amazon or 

Goodreads.  

 Thank you for taking the time to read Goodbye World. I hope it was as fun to 

read as it was to write. I’m currently in the process of editing my first full-length novel, 

and I’m excited for you to read it. Read the description below to see if it sounds 

interesting to you. 

 Kapp Adams, a retired astronaut jaded by the shackles of gravity, is offered the 

chance to investigate an anomaly on the surface of the Martian moon Phobos. He and 

his crew embark on the mission of a lifetime, but when a series of disasters leaves them 

stranded, they must find a way back home, where they and a group of unbelievable 

allies are faced with the threat of a very different Earth than the one they left behind. 

  For updates on the progress of my writing, you can join the mailing list on my 

website or follow me on social media using the links below. Thanks! 

Website: authorandygorman.com 

Twitter: @_andygorman 

Facebook: facebook.com/authorandygorman 
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